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Brenda Strobl, who left her office job to study landscape design at Kwantlen University, got an ‘A’ for this brick corner she built in

her masonry course.

 

Brenda Strobl knew she would stand out in the crowd when she walked into her first masonry class at

Kwantlen University. Not only was she was the only woman in the class of 19, she was old enough to

be the mother of most of her classmates.

Even though Strobl had already completed Kwantlen’s landscape diploma program in 2010, being back

in the classroom was a shock to the system.

The landscape design classes were partly outside and instructors were not always strict about

punctuality. Strobl’s masonry instructor did not tolerate tardiness and locked the door once class

started.

The schedule was intense, the physical labour taxing and the tests frequent, but Strobl persevered

because she knew she would need those skills to achieve her goal of opening her own landscape

design business.

Strobl, who had been an office worker for most of her life, was forced to re-evaluate her career after a

car accident left her severely injured and brain damaged. Told by her doctors she would no longer be

able to do the kind of work she was used to, Strobl decided to pursue a lifelong passion: working with

plants.

Life-changing events such as accidents are one of the many reasons people decide to go back to

school later in life, said Melanie Hardy, manager of employment services with the YWCA of Metro

Vancouver.

Unemployment is another reason, which is why post-secondary enrolments tend to surge when the

economy sours, Hardy said.

“You see that whenever there’s sustained unemployment for a length of time; it has to be over a year.

People say ‘You know what? Maybe I’ll use this time to go back to school,’” Hardy said. “We see that all

the time in the employment centres.”

The recent recession illustrated this trend, Hardy said. When the economic downturn hit in 2008, the

YWCA’s employment centre was seeing about 200-250 new clients per month. Over the next year, as
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the downturn evolved into a recession, the number of clients nearly doubled. It has since returned to

the initial 200-250 range — even though the unemployment rate hasn’t changed much — because so

many people have gone back to school, Hardy explained.

Some post-secondary programs gain in popularity during an economic downturn while others see a

decline, said Peter Moroney, associate executive director of continuing studies at the University of B.C.

“The clearest example I’ve seen of this was just after the dot-com bust, when enrolments in IT-related

programs fell dramatically,” Moroney said. “However, enrolments in accounting-related programs

surged.”

The more recent recession had a similarly uneven, but not as dramatic, effect on UBC’s continuing

studies enrolment rates, Moroney said.

“Some program areas have been very strong for us, including network administration and project

management, and we’ve even seen a recent resurgent interest in computer programming. We’ve seen

weakness in digital design and entertainment administration, possibly due to the effects of the relatively

higher Canadian dollar that is making difficult the creative industries here in B.C.,” he said. “We also

have a number of online programs that draw students from around the world and these have generally

remained strong.”

The decision to go back to school, especially during a downturn or recession, can be a risky one given

the cost of post-secondary tuition.

The good news for adult students is that having work experience before completing a degree is almost

always associated with a higher wage at the end, said University of Calgary economics professor Ana

Ferrer, who has studied the issue.

For adult students completing their first degree, the payoff associated with previous work experience is

between 3.2 and 5.6 per cent compared with someone who enters post-secondary straight out of high

school, Ferrer said.

The payoff can be even greater for a second degree. The biggest winners are people who complete

one non-university credential — typically a trade or applied skill certificate — work for a while, and then

do another. Those students can expect to earn 16-per-cent more than someone who graduates with

the same degree but without taking a break between degrees to work, Ferrer said.

“The key seems to be the experience that you get in between. That’s where the returns are, because it

seems that when you work, you may learn something about yourself, what you like, what you are good

at, and then your second degree seems to be much more focused, more productive.”

The same is true for university students. Those who take a break to work between a bachelor’s and a

graduate degree can expect to earn 17-per-cent more than those who don’t, Ferrer said, though this

bonus falls to just three per cent for those who go from a college to a university degree.

“There are some switches that don’t go very well. So for instance, people who go to four-year college

and then do a trade certificate, they don’t seem to do as well in terms of their results. I mean, they

pretty much break even, but they don’t get anything extra,” Ferrer said, explaining that people with

undergraduate degrees who do a trade certificate later earn about the same as people who graduate

with the trade certificate for the first time.

Ferrer’s research, which followed 18,000 Canadians who graduated from post-secondary institutions in

1995 and were monitored until 2000, suggested that people between the ages of 30 and 35 will benefit

most from going back to school.

“That’s the people who have the most to gain,” she said.

There are others who go back to school not because they think it will bring any great financial benefit,

but purely for a love of learning.

This is especially true of seniors, many of whom are aware that engaging the mind is a good way to

stay youthful and energetic, said Helen Wussow, Simon Fraser University’s dean of lifelong learning.
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People 55 and older can take some SFU classes at a discount; these classes are mostly held at the

university’s downtown campus. UBC offers some courses tuition-free for seniors 65 and older, and

others at a discount.

John Stape, an SFU literature professor who has years of experience teaching students of all ages,

said mature students are more likely to be motivated by a genuine intellectual curiosity rather than a job

at the end of things.

“Typically one thinks of becoming more conservative with age. I’ve found this enormous curiosity, really,

for all kinds of things without practical goals or immediate rewards attached. There’s a more abstract,

really penetrating curiosity on the part of older adults,” he said.

“The undergrads in a sense are a little bit more dependent. They tend to want to know what you want

... which means ‘How can I please you in order to get the grade?’ Adults seem much more willing to go

off on their own. They know what they want.”

Continuing studies students at SFU tend to fall into one of four categories, Wussow said. In addition to

seniors, there are people such as Strobl, who are hoping to make a career transition, people who

require additional training for their current job and people with a bachelor’s or master’s degree who are

looking to gain an applied skill. The public relations certificate program is a popular example of this and

tends to fill up quite quickly, she added.

For Ramin Roshandel, going back to school was not only essential for gaining the credentials he

needed to find work in Canada, it was also an effective way to immerse himself in a new culture.

Roshandel had an engineering degree as well as 17 years experience in a refrigeration appliance

factory in Iran when he started a nine-month course for appliance technicians at Kwantlen University

last year.

“I started as a normal, regular student. I sit at the table ... [on] each side of me was a ... fresh graduated

student from high school,” said Roshandel, who was 47 at the time. “It gave me a good chance to be

familiar with different age groups ... It was a very good experience for me.”

Roshandel left the political and economic turmoil of his home country and immigrated to Canada as a

skilled worker a year and a half ago with his wife and two sons, even though he had a good job as a

factory production manager in Iran. He made the decision to emigrate, he said, with his children in

mind.

“The future of the youth especially in my country is not very bright,” he said. “[Despite] everything I had,

all the advantages in my home country, I immigrated to Canada to establish a new life, even if it’s less

than what I had in my home country. I feel free here.”

When Roshandel arrived in Vancouver, he found himself underqualified to be an engineer, but

overqualified to be a technician. Unwilling to put in the four years it would take to get a Canadian

engineering degree, Roshandel decided to take the Kwantlen program to gain the technical credential

he would need to repair appliances.

He had no trouble with the course work, graduating at the top of his class and earning both a bursary

and an award. The most useful thing to him about the program, he said, was learning how the industry

works in Canada.

“Different appliances, different kind of customer service ... everything is different.”

Roshandel is now employed full time as a subcontractor for the company he did his practicum with at

Kwantlen.

Strobl, who is in her late 40s, also passed her masonry course with flying colours and said she was

well received by her younger, male classmates.

“I was totally accepted, but I did have to follow the rules like everybody else, and that meant lifting

bricks, lifting blocks, using my physical strength to the best of my ability, like my other colleagues did.”
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Brenda Strobl, who left her office job to study landscape design at Kwantlen University, got an ‘A’ for this brick corner she built

in her masonry course.

 

During the masonry course, Strobl learned how to build structures and walkways out of materials such

as brick and stone, a skill she felt was essential to her goal of opening her own landscaping business.

Her goal when she initially went back to school was to give herself something positive to focus on after

her accident. She is proud of how far she has come since then.

She is now taking one more course geared at people who want to open their own landscaping

business, which she hopes to finish by the end of the year. After that, she plans to start her business in

south Surrey, which will, initially at least, be geared toward people who need help with lawn

maintenance.

“These things that I’ve achieved would mean nothing to the regular, ordinary person, but for me it’s a

very big accomplishment, because I was told that I probably wouldn’t be able to do many of the things

that I now gingerly do in my life as I feel I can,” she said.

“Learning was very stimulating in a positive way for me.”
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